Abstract. Let M be a finite monoid of Lie type (these are the finite analogues of linear algebraic monoids) with group of units G . The multiplicative semigroup ^AfF), where F is a finite field, is a particular example. Using HarishChandra's theory of cuspidal representations of finite groups of Lie type, we show that every complex representation of M is completely reducible. Using this we characterize the representations of G extending to irreducible representations of M as being those induced from the irreducible representations of certain parabolic subgroups of G . We go on to show that if F is any field and S any multiplicative subsemigroup of J?n (F), then the semigroup algebra of S over any field of characteristic zero has nilpotent Jacobson radical. If S = ^A"(F), then this algebra is Jacobson semisimple. Finally we show that the semigroup algebra of ^"(F) over a field of characteristic zero is regular if and only if ch(F) = p > 0 and F is algebraic over its prime field.
Introduction
Complex representations of the finite general linear groups were determined by Green [7] . A description of the complex characters of finite groups of Lie type was obtained by Deligne and Lusztig [4] using the étale cohomology of Grothendieck and Artin. This is a particularly significant accomplishment in light of the classification of finite simple groups.
Going from finite groups to finite semigroups, one runs into problems at the very first step since a complex representation of a finite semigroup need not be completely reducible. Munn [14] and Ponizovskii [21] characterized the semisimplicity of complex semigroup algebras in terms of the invertibility of the sandwich matrices over appropriate complex group algebras. However, showing invertibility of a matrix over a group algebra can be a formidable task. Faddeev [6] gives an outline of an incomplete proof that the semigroup algebra C[JAn(¥q)] is semisimple. In his approach he needs to show that the eigenvalues of certain complex matrices derived from the sandwich matrices are all powers of q. However he only proves that the traces of these matrices are sums of certain powers of q . Since no further details have ever been published, we can only view the main 'theorem' of the paper as a conjecture. W. D. Munn has informed us that he too worked on the problem for several years and in partic-ular proved the semisimplicity of C[^(F )] for n < 4. Irreducible modular representations of ^¡(F?) were recently studied by Harris and Kuhn [11] in connection with some problems in algebraic topology. In this paper, we are interested in the much more general situation of finite monoids of Lie type. These were called regular split monoids in [24] . They are the finite analogues of linear algebraic monoids [23] - [28] , in the same way that finite groups of Lie type or finite groups with split 5A-pairs are the finite analogues of linear algebraic groups. Any finite group of Lie type has associated with it an infinite family of finite monoids of Lie type. The main result of this paper is that if M is any finite monoid of Lie type, then the semigroup algebra C[M] is semisimple. This is accomplished in several steps. First the problem is reduced to considering the universal three ^-class monoids of Lie type. Second the sandwich matrices are shown to have a triangular form in a very weak sense. Third the sandwich matrices are greatly simplified with respect to irreducible cuspidal representations of the maximal subgroup of the ^-class. Having handled the cuspidal situation, we go to arbitrary irreducible representations according to the philosophy of Harish-Chandra [9, 10] . This is accomplished by considering certain four ^-class monoids of Lie type.
In the final section we study the semigroup algebras of infinite linear semigroups. First, we prove that J(K [S] ) is nilpotent for all semigroups S ç JAfF), where K, F are arbitrary fields with ch(K) = 0. It is then shown that J(K\JAn(F)\) = 0 in this case. Finally, K\JAn(F)] is a von Neumann regular algebra if and only if F is algebraic over its prime subfield and of prime characteristic. In fact the algebra then is a union of an ascending chain of finite dimensional semisimple algebras.
Preliminaries
We begin by briefly reviewing some basics of semigroup theory [3] , Let S be a semigroup. If S is a monoid (i.e. has an identity element), then S1 = S. Otherwise 5'1=5'u{l}.
f, 31, f?, %* will denote the usual Green's relations on S : afb if SlaSl = SlbSl, a3lb if aSl = bSl , a^fb if Sxa = Slb, ¿F = 3$ n S? . We let E(S) denote the set of idempotents of S. If X ç S, then E(X) = X n E(S) and (X) is the subsemigroup of S generated by X. If J is a ./-class of S, then J° = J U {0} with ab if ab G J, Proof. The former assertion is established in [13] . The latter then follows from the semisimplicity of group rings of linear groups in characteristic zero, cf. Proof. We proceed by induction on n . If n = 1, then the assertion is obvious. Assume that n > 1, and the assertion holds for In_x. We know that J(A)D K-\ = JiIn-ù ■ Moreover, J(A) C In_x (J(A) is nil modulo /"_,, J(A)m ç I"-X > respectively) by the hypothesis on IJIn_x ■ The result follows. We note that the problem of describing J(K[S]) for finite semigroups was studied by many authors [5, 8, 12] . In particular, Munn [14] , and Ponizovskii [21] showed that, for ch(K) = 0, J(K[S]) = 0 if and only if S is regular, and the sandwich matrices arising from (arbitrary) Rees presentations of the principal factors of S are invertible in the corresponding matrix rings. Clearly, this is a consequence of Proposition 1.1 and Lemma 1.2.
The following observation is useful when changing the base field within the same characteristic, when studying the radical. In view of the above, throughout the rest of this section we restrict our attention to the case where K = C. In some special cases, checking that the sandwich matrix AAP is invertible requires dealing with an arbitrary ^-class of 5 only.-This is illustrated below. 
Monoids of Lie type
Let G be a finite group. Then G admits a TiA-pair (or has a Tits system) if there are subgroups B, N of G which generate G such that T = B n A < A and the Weyl group W = N/T has a generating set Y of order two elements such that:
(Tl) oBB C BoB U BoQB for all a G W, Q gY . (T2) OBd^B for all 0el\
Rather amazingly, the above conditions impose severe restrictions on W so that W is in fact a Coxeter group, i.e. the orders of 86' (6, d' G Y) determine a presentation of W. The possibilities for these orders are 1,2,3,4,6,8. If o G W, then the length 1(a) is defined to be the smallest positive integer k such that a is a product of k elements of Y. The length of the identity element 1 is defined to be zero. It turns out W has a unique element o0 of maximum length. Then o0 is of order 2 and ffor<70 = Y. Let B~ = o0Bo0. If 7 ç T, then let W¡ denote the subgroup of W generated by 7. It turns out that P¡ = BWjB and Pf = B~W{B~ are subgroups of G which are their own normalizers . Moreover, these are the only subgroups of G containing B and B~ respectively. In particular G is the disjoint union of BaB (a G W). This is called the Bruhat decomposition. The conjugates of B are called Borel subgroups. The conjugates of P¡, I ç Y, are called parabolic subgroups. If x gG , then the parabolic subgroup P = x~ P¡x is said to be opposite to P~ = x~{Pf x. Thus if P, P" are opposite parabolic subgroups, then a~lP~a (a G P) is the set of all opposites of P. We refer to [1, 2, 29] for details.
We will assume as in [2, Chapter 2] that G admits a split B A-pair satisfying some commutator relations. Then there is a normal subgroup U of B such that B = UT, U n T = {1} . So B~ = U~T where U~ = o0Uo0 . Moreover, if 7 c Y, L; = P¡nPf , then there exist U¡ < P,, Uf < Pf such that UInPI = Uf nPf = {1} and Pj = LjUj, Pf = L¡Uf . Then U¡, Uf are called the unipotent radicals of P,, Pf respectively. L¡ is called a Levi factor of Pj. If P, P~ are two opposite parabolic subgroups of G, L = P n P~ , then P = LRfP), P~ = LRU(P~) where RU(P) and RU(P~) are the unipotent radicals of P and P~ , respectively. The Levi factor L of P depends on the choice of P~ . However the unipotent radical RU(P) is independent of the choice of P~ . Any two Levi factors of P are conjugate by some element of U is generated by certain root subgroups Xa (a G <ï>+). In fact, U is the product of the Xa 's in any order. Similarly U~ is the product of certain root subgroups Xa (a G (¡>~ = -0+).
Moreover W permutes the root subgroups Xa (a g <I> = <P+U <P-) and T normalizes the root subgroups Xa (a G O). If 7 ç r, then L¡ is generated by T and the Xa 's such that Xa, X_a are both contained in P¡. U¡ is the product in any order of the Xa (a e $+) suchthat X_a % Pl. Uf is the product in any order of the X_a with Xa ç U,. See and ey = e for all y G RfP~) ■ (2) If e, f G E with eM = fiM or Me = Mfi, then x~ ex = fi for some xgG.
In [24] , these monoids are called regular split monoids on G. They are the finite analogues of linear algebraic monoids [23] - [28] . Monoids of Lie type are classified in [24] . With every group of Lie type, there is associated an infinite family of monoids of Lie type. Of course, the multiplicative matrix semigroup JAn(F) is the first example. As other examples, consider: Since U,<P¡, Uf < Pf , we have for all x gG , (2) a~x = ax, xb = xb for all a G Pf, b g P,.
In particular, since L, = P,n Pf , There is only one nontrivial sandwich matrix associated with M¡, namely that coming from the ^-class GeG. This is easily described as follows. Let P = P¡, P' = Pf , L = Lj. Let G/P-= {p-afi=l,... ,t}, G/P = {btP 11 = 1, ... , t).
Then the sandwich matrix 3 is the t x t matrix (a¡b¡). Our goal is to show that 3s is invertible over C [L] . By Corollary 1.5 this is equivalent to showing that for every irreducible representation tp : L -► GL(n, C), we can find Ax, ... , At G JAffA) such that It follows from (6), (7) that for all x G G, By (15), (16) we see that (12), (14) finally become: We can now solve for A" , ... , A" , inductively. This completes the proof.
"l nr
We can now finally prove our main theorem.
Theorem 2.6. Every complex representation of a finite monoid of Lie type is completely reducible. 
Also by the induction hypothesis, the sandwich matrix of GfiG is invertible. Hence again by Proposition 1.8,
Since PK C Pj = P, we have by [2, Theorem 2.
Hence by (19) , (20),
|L| • \Uj\ \P\
If t = \G\/\P\, then the sandwich matrix 3 of GeG is íxí. Hence by Propositions 1.6 and 1.7, >p(3) is invertible. This completes the proof of the theorem.
By Proposition 1.8 and Theorem 2.6, we have Corollary 2.7. Let M be a finite monoid of Lie type with group of units G and idempotent set E. For e G E, let P(e) = {x G G\xe = exe}, L(e) = {x G G\xe = ex}, N(e) = {x g G\xe = ex = e}. Let 8 be an irreducible complex representation of L(e) containing N(e) in its kernel. Let 6 be the trivial extension of 6 to P(e), tp the representation induced from P(e) to G. Then tp extends to an irreducible representation of M. Moreover, any complex representation of G, extending to an irreducible representation of M, is obtained in this manner.
Remark 2.8. The work of Munn [14] and Ponizovskii [21] classifies the irreducible representations of M according to which /-class they come from. In [2, Chapter 9], the irreducible representations of G are classified according to which parabolic subgroup they come from. Corollary 2.7 provides a connection.
By Proposition 1.3 and Theorem 2.6 we have Corollary 2.9. Every representation of a finite monoid of Lie type, over a field of characteristic zero, is completely reducible. is always an algebra of finite representation type whenever it is nonmodular (that is, ch(7i") does not divide orders of the subgroups of Tn ). This was established for n < 3 , and also for a family of submonoids of Tn for arbitrary n .
Infinite linear semigroups
In this section we discuss possible extensions of the semisimplicity of K[JAn(F)] for finite fields F and K of characteristic zero, to the case of arbitrary fields F, K. To this end, we first study the radical of the semigroup algebra of an arbitrary linear semigroup. Since, for any semigroup algebra K[S] satisfying a polynomial identity, the algebra K[S]/B(K[S]), B denoting the prime radical, embeds into a subdirect product of matrix algebras of bounded size over fields, then the above theorem may be viewed as an extension of the main result of [19] asserting that
J(K[S]) = B(K[S]).
The reasoning of the proof of the above result may be refined if S = JAffF). In this case every Ta coincides with JAfFf, a G sé . By Corollary 2.10 we know that J(K\J£n(Ffj\) = 0, so that K[S] is a subdirect product of semisimple rings. We therefore have the following result. We note that the periodicity of the semigroup 5 is a necessary condition for K[S] to be regular [16] . Therefore, K[^n(F)] cannot be regular whenever F does not satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 3.7. Let us also observe that if F is algebraic over its prime subfield, then by Theorem 3.7, every principal factor semigroup ring KQ[T] also is regular as a homomorphic image of an ideal of K[jffF)].
It then follows that the sandwich matrix arising from any Rees presentation of T is locally invertible in the sense of [15] ,
